LAMP DESIGN WORKSHOP
• creates light objects by using an author technique,
• designs and creates unique state of the art Light Objects and sculptures of
artistic quality appealing to the modern age, style and fashion trends.
• offers consultations
• offer to restore and clean the objects
The price is calculated according to the chosen materials and design. Discounts for the
edition lamps. Separate fee for transport and installation of the light objects once
created and finished.
Assortment:
Wall/Ceiling lamps
Ceiling lamps
Wall lamps
Night lamps
Floor lamps
Light Objects
The objects and lamps are made by manipulating a fibre material and paper, and by
using a unique author technique.
This lampshade material is:
• Innovative, original and attracts attention,
• easy to shape, interesting forms of wide variety can be achieved,
• has a singular texture and creates an interplay of warm and cold tones,
• compliant for colouring; toning and painting on the surface are possible.
Raw materials: fibre, paper, additional materials in creating the light objects such as
metal, textile, glass, porcelain, fire clay; crystal and wood may also be used.

The light objects
• always disperse the light,
• prevent a blinding effect by the sharp light of the bulb and strong contrasts,
• create a homey and comfortable atmosphere in the room,
• serve as a light source, a wall decor or a decorative sculpture,
• are light, have a long durability and are easy to maintain
The featured light objects and materials as well as the rhythm of colours and forms
selected by the Workshop, creates a smooth and harmonious light, evoking an
intimate and mysterious aura and reminding us of sunlight when we lack it.

The LAMP DESIGN WORKSHOP has been operating in Latvia for ten years, and
is headed by AIGARS LENKEVICHS(1962), graduate of the Latvian Art
Academy's Industrial Art Department(1986-1992), metalsmith, and now artistic
lighting designer.
The designer is assisted and encouraged in his work by his companion, the owner of
the company and graphic designer ERIKA MALDERE(1962), who graduated from
the Latvian Art Academy’s Graphic Department (1986-1992).
Both artists realize the importance of the role they play in creating the scenery of our
daily lives through their lamps, which, of course, requires exceptional and original
lighting.
"Our work is an attempt to change society's attitude toward indoor lighting, which is
used daily, yet often unappreciated for its role in the creation of a utilitarian, and
most importantly, cerebral environment. Light has the power to build a climate of
harmony and rhythm, emanating a frequency of truth, healing, contentment and
enlightenment."
The workshop's lamps can be seen in places where there are people who appreciate
good lighting, who want a unique space that fulfills their imagination and allows
fantasy to fly. Intriguing projects have been created in collaboration with architects
and interior designers, some of which can be seen in Latvia's major shopping centers.
The artists regularly take part in art and design exhibitions, and their work can be seen
in several of Latvia's largest public spaces, private interiors and galleries.
Contacts:
LAMPU DIZAINA DARBNĪCA / Lamp Design Workshop
Zālīša iela 8-3, Rīga LV-1039
+371 29424560
+371 29232289
+371 67551168
English, French, Spanish +336 33953371
http//www.lampas.lv
e-mail: erika@lampas.lv, info@lampas.lv

